News and Events

EESW21
Date and place of EESW21, the seventh biennial European Establishment Statistics Workshop have been set: September 14-17, 2021, virtually hosted by Statistics Netherlands and the Office for National Statistics.

For further information on EESW21 please click here: EESW21

EESW19
Papers and presentations from EESW19, the sixth biennial European Establishment Statistics Workshop, held in Bilbao, the Basque Country, Spain, on 24-27 September 2019, have been made available online.

A report from the workshop can be found on pp. 13-15 of the January 2020 issue of IASS's publication The Survey Statistician.

Proceedings of EESW17
ENBES is proud to announce that a book of proceedings of its EESW17 biennial workshop has been published. Including 18 substantially revised workshop papers, the book presents to a wider audience a selection of topics currently engaging European business/establishment statistics community. Further details can be found on the book-website: www.cambridgescholars.com/the-unit-problem-and-other-current-topics-in-business-survey-methodology.

The publisher has allowed us to announce the code THEUNITPROBLEM25 with which a 25% reduction on the book's published price can be obtained on the publisher's website.